
LUXURY LEAVES.
Exquisite tea gifts for the discerning palate.



Could there be a better gift than wellness? Isn’t that the ultimate luxury today?
Tea Culture of the World brings the most exclusive, rare teas from across the world to you, in beautifully designed gift sets. Each tea is hand picked  after careful thought 
and understanding of the leaves and how each benefit the body and soul. There are floral and fruity blends that awaken the senses, spicy blends that warm and comfort, 
and rare leaves from isolated corners of the world that spread their magic in a cup. Each tea has its own benefits. But more importantly each takes one on a different 
adventure. And that we feel is what all fine gifts should do.



Each of our premium teas is an experience in itself. Gift someone this magical journey into wellness, calm and luxury with this exclusively designed Liquid Gold gift set
that comprises four rare teas. These exclusive boxes come in striking blue and purple.

LIQUID GOLD



LIQUID GOLD



LIQUID GOLD



LIQUID GOLD

Luxury leaves deserve beautiful presentation. These exclusively designed square gift sets have been created to ensconce a modern tea infuser and 4 tins of premium teas.
Choose from an eclectic mix of designs, from playful mosaics to pretty pastels and elegant motifs. What a delightful way to gift someone wellness!

LEAF TALES



LEASF TALES



Tea really does make things better. And when the teas are rare and presented elegantly, they are a true joy to receive as a gift. The Cup of Life gift set comes in two colours
and has 4 exclusive tea tins that are perfect for the discerning tea drinker or the aficionado.

COMFORTING CUPPAS



COMFORTING CUPPAS



COMFORTING CUPPAS



Premium leather meets fine craftsmanship in this unique gift box. Each rivet and thread is painstakingly hand sewn by artisans, for a high-quality finish.
This exclusive box comes with 4 tins of luxury tea. These exotic teas are specially curated for the discerning tea drinker and put together with the utmost care.
The Brewers Gold gift set is a great trail into the mesmerising world of luxury teas.

THE BREWERS HAUL



Style meets substance in this elegant wooden tea set. The box is made with handcrafted pale wood, embellished with fine leatherwork on two fasteners.
This gift is perfect for the tea lover who likes his exclusive brews served with a side of flair.

BLOOMS AND BLENDS



To us teas are more than just drinks. They are potent wellness brews, strong potions and endless journeys. This gift set is a small glimpse into the world of fine teas.
The Everyday Elixirs gift set comprises sachets of a range of our premium teas and come in two colours.

EVERYDAY ELIXIRS



THE TEA TREASURY
Designed to mimic the many layers and notes of rare and exotic teas, thisone-of-a-kind 
wooden gift set from Tea Culture of the World is your entry into the mesmerising world 
of luxury teas. Crafted from teak wood and embellished with gold plated hinges,
this handmade gift box is designed to leave a lasting impression.

The lower layer of the box comes with an exclusively designed tea set, a silver 
spoon, and infuser. Above, there are tins filled with premium teas of the world.
The box is crafted to help you discover little known blends, rare leaves and
exclusive brewing tools that will amplify your tea experience and set you
on a path less travelled.
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